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Unit 1: The Driving Task

22
Days

Each student will learn the fundamental skills of driving which include
responsibility and low risk task-taking in this unit. Students will register for
their permits in the classroom using the " In the drivers seat workbook"
Students will learn traffic signals, lights and pavement markings. They will
learn the right of way at intersections. Each student will understand the
three phases of drivers education (classroom, range & road).
On the range students will be introduced to pre-driving checks. They
will learn to drive forward and reverse. Students will interact at
intersections and learn to lane change properly.
Road driving will consist of residential driving while using the skills
necessary to succeed in that driving environment.

Unit 2: Controlling the Vehicle

17 Days

In the classroom using the " In the drivers seat workbook" students will
learn the proper steps to lane changing and passing of vehicles. Students will
understand general laws to speed limits and the proper steps to different types
of parking. Students will learn the important stratgies when driving in adverse
conditions and handling emergencies.
On the range the students will learn to back around corners and angle park
left and right.
Road driving will consist of suburban driving in light traffic while using the
skills necessary to succeed in that driving environment.

Unit 3: Driving in Different Enviornments

17 Days

In the classroom using the " In the drivers seat workbook" students will
understand the different driving environments ( urban, rural & expressway)
and the necessarry strategies needed to succeed in those environments.
The students will learn the importance of sharing the roadways with others
such as pedestrians, motorcycles, buses and trucks.
On the Range students will learn to park uphill and downhill. They will
learn how to execute a proper 3 point turn.
Road driving will consist of rural and simulated city driving while using
the skills necessary to drive in that environment.

Unit 4: Being a Responsible Driver

17
Days

In the classroom using the " In the drivers seat workbook" students will
understand the affects and consequeces with driving under the influnece of
drugs or alcohol and how distractions affect a persons decision making.
Students will understand how physical and emotional senses play a role in
driving. Students will understand financial , safety and environmental
responsibilites and will learn the proper steps to take if they are involved
in an accident.
On the range students will learn to parallel park.
Road driving will consist of expressway driving while using the skills
needed to drive in that environment.

Unit 5: Drivers Education Reflection

7 Days

In the classroom students will learn how to read maps and understand
directions. Students will learn about organ donation. Students will be
given the necessary information to take to the Secretary of State facility.
They will also be given study sheets for the final exam.
Road driving will be completed in all 5 driving environments, allowing
the students to improve on all the necessary skills to become a more
confident and skillful driver.

